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Abstract— Efficient computation of aggregations plays
important part in Data Warehouse systems. Data Cube is
introduced which is a way of structuring data in N-dimensions
so as to perform analysis over some measure of interest. Data
cube computation is a key task in data warehouse. For many
important analyses done in the real world, it is critical to
compute interesting measures for data cubes and subsequent
mining of interesting cube groups over massive data sets. For
analyzing the multidimensional data cube analysis is one of the
important tool. There are several methods and techniques for
cube computation but having some limitations. To take
advantage of parallel computing, MapReduce framework
based cube computation is proposed. To work on holistic
measure for cube analysis the subset of holistic measure is
identified and used for MapReduce based framework. The
MapReduce based approach is used for efficient cube
computation and mining for identifying interesting cube group
for given subset of holistic measure. The problem of extreme
data skew arise while implementing MapReduce based cube
computation i.e. MR-Cube. The extreme data skew is detected
and handle using Log-Frequency Sketch which is compressed
counting data structure.

Index Terms— Data Cube; MapReduce; Cube Mining; Log
Frequency Sketch; Holistic Measures .
I. INTRODUCTION
Data cube is very important concept and research area in
OLAP (Online Analytical Processing). The researches on the
data cube consider the aspect related to cube compression and
cube storage and also, consider how to choose the cube and
materialize them. Massive data size and high dimensionality
of big data introduce computational challenge. Storing all the
data cubes needs a lot of resources and space. In order to help
analyst to get effective data, need to find the best method for
choosing cube and materialize data cubes and perform
mining to finding out interesting information for analyst.
The Data cube is the N-dimensional generalization of
simple aggregate functions [3]. In OLAP systems, a data
cube is a way of organizing data in N-dimensions so as to
perform analysis over some measure of interest. Measure is a
term used for numerical facts that can be non-algebraic
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(DISTINCT, TOP-K etc.) or algebraic (SUM, COUNT
etc.).Supporting multiple aggregates in OLAP databases
Data cube is used. It requires computing group-bys on all
possible combinations of a list of attributes, and is equivalent
to the union of a number of standard group-by operations.
The cube problem is to compute all of the aggregates as
efficiently as possible. As many techniques are proposed for
efficient cube computation. Data cube analysis is a powerful
tool for analyzing multidimensional data stored in a data
warehouse that maintains huge information. A lot’s of
studies have been devoted to designing techniques for
efficiently computing the cube. A variety of algorithms on
Cube computations and Storage are suggested by various
Researchers. There are several methods for cube
computation, several strategies to cube materialization and
some specific computation algorithms, namely Star Cubing,
Multiway array aggregation, Bottom Up Cubing, the
computation of shell fragments and parallel algorithms, But
these techniques have limitation so MapReduce based
approach is used in proposed system.
Users consider the data as multidimensional data cubes.
Data cube construction is important operation in data
warehouses. Each cell of the data cube is nothing but a view
consisting of an aggregation of interest. The values of many
of these cells are dependent’s on the values of other cells in
the data cube. Commercial systems having different
approaches to materializing the data cube .Cube analysis is
good way to discover insights from the data by computing
different aggregate measures. Data analysis applications
typically aggregate data across many dimensions and they
are looking for strange patterns. It is the process for
extracting useful patterns from the large database.
In this age of data explosion, parallel processing is very
important to processing a large volume of data, for that
MapReduce based approach is used. MapReduce based
Approach used for data cube materialization and mining over
massive data sets .Important subset of holistic measure is
identified and measure is called as Partially Algebraic
Measure. These measures are easy to compute in parallel as
compare to Algebraic. The partitioning mechanism added to
balance the data load and for efficiently distribute data. To
effectively distribute computations and balancing
intermediate data produced, Batch Areas are formed. Finally
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three phase cube computation algorithm called MR-Cube
which successfully used for cube materialization and mining
for interesting cube groups. The Problem of extreme data
skew is handled using compressed counting structures as
Log-Frequency Sketch. Analyst of system analyses over
real data available from query logs. MR-Cube gives more
efficiency and scalability. This paper is organized as follows:
the next section reviews the related work on cube
computation, materialization and mining for interesting cube
groups. Section III describes the implementation details of
proposed system architecture, Section IV details about
possible results obtained by analyst of proposed system. In
section V describe and concludes this study

III. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
The proposed system works on cube materialization and
mining task on web-scale data set. Data dimensions and
measures are given as input. The objective is to find out
important subset of holistic measure i.e. Partially Algebraic
Measure that are easy to compute in parallel as compare to
holistic measure and implement Map Reduce based approach
for Cube computation and mining. The system also identifies
the interesting cube group for given holistic measure. The
Extreme data skew is handled using the compressed counting
data structure as Log-frequency Sketch.
A. System Architecture
Figure shows the proposed system architecture. The Raw
Dataset is taken as input to our system. There are the
following modules:

II. RELATED WORK
Data mining is the very important branch of knowledge
discovery in database. Data mining is the application of
efficient algorithms to detect the desired patterns contained
within the given data. In data warehousing, Data cube
computation, materialization and mining are most essential
but more costly procedures. As many study was devoted for
data cube, and there are many techniques have been proposed
for efficient cube computation. There are several methods for
cube computation, several strategies to cube materialization
and some specific computation algorithms, namely Multiway
array aggregation, BUC, , top-down versus bottom-up
cubing, Star Cubing, the computation of shell fragments and
parallel algorithms[13] But, these techniques have limitation
as:
1. They are designed for a small data size with
sequential processing. Now a days, at many companies the
data accumulation rate is very high (e.g., terabytes per day)
and increases exponentially. It is difficult to process such
data with sequential manner so need to take advantage of
parallel processing.
2. Many of the established techniques take the measure
of type algebraic and use this property to avoid processing
groups with a large number of tuples. This allows
parallelized aggregation of data subsets and its results are
then post processed to obtain the final result. Computation of
holistic (i.e., non-algebraic) measures is required for
analyses over logs such as top-k most frequent queries or the
distinct number of users.
Figure 1. Proposed System Architecture

To address these limitations, MapReduce based approach
is used [1]. Our proposed system works on cube
materialization and mining for holistic measures. It uses the
MapReduce Paradigm. MapReduce based Approach used for
data cube materialization and mining over big data sets using
important subset of holistic measure called Partially
Algebraic Measure. The work of the proposed system is
related to efficient cube computation. Extreme data skew is
one of the important problems that need to be handle. This is
handled using compressed counting structures as LFS. The
input data used is the query logs. The analysis of the result
obtained will be done by computing aggregates with holistic
measures.
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1. Preparation of Derived Data set:
Pre-process the existing raw data. Convert given raw data
into some readable and useful format. According to that
determine measure and dimensions for construction of data
cube. Raw data are stored as a set of tuples. Each tuple
consists of a set of raw attributes, such as ip and query. For
many analyses, it is more desirable to provide mapping for
some raw attributes into a fixed number of derived attributes
through a mapping function provided by user. For our
example, ip can be mapped to city, state, and country.
Similarly, query can be mapped to subcategory, category, and
topic
Ipcity, state, country
Querytopic, category, subcategory
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2. Lattice Formation:
Determine the dimensional attribute that user wants to
analyze and based on those attributes, a cube lattice can be
formed representing all possible grouping(s) of the attributes.
A cube lattice is generated, where the dimension attributes
include the six attributes derived from ip and query. A node
in the lattice represent cube region and a cube groups are the
actual groups belonging to cube region .
The following modules belong to the use of Map Reduce
based approach for large scale cube computation using user
specified holistic measure. The goal is to divide the
computations into the pieces such that no reducer can handle
large data group and intermediate data size is controlled.
3. Determine Partially Algebraic Measure:
First find a subset of holistic measure called as Partially
Algebraic Measure. These measures are easy to compute in
parallel as compare to Algebraic. It is either provided by
analyst or detected by system from few frequently used
measures. In proposed system it is provide by the analyst. To
detect whether holistic measure M is partially algebraic or
not, Detection Principle is used.
Detection Principle:
If there exists an aggregation A based on attribute a and an
algebraic measure M’, such that M (D) = M’ (A (D)), where
D is the original data, then M is partially algebraic on
attribute a. For the measure reach, the aggregation is ―group
by uid‖ and the algebraic measure is count.
Example- Reach (unique number of users) and TOP-K are
partially algebraic above data set.
4. Finding Reducer Unfriendly Groups:
The large cube groups are required to partition base on the
algebraic attribute. In order to determine which groups to be
partitioned the proposed system distribute cube group into
two categories as Reducer-Friendly and Reducer-Unfriendly.
The Sampling Approach is used to differentiate it.
Sampling Approach:
The group G to be Reducer-Unfriendly if it is observe more
than 0.75rN tuples of G in the sample data, where N is the
sample size and r =c/|D| denotes the maximum number of
tuples a single reducer can handle (c) as percentage of the
overall data size(|D|).
Using this approach Reducer-Unfriendliness of each cube
region is estimated. The region is Reducer-Unfriendly if it
contains at least one Reducer-Unfriendly group. In proposed
system sampling is done by performing cube computation on
sample random dataset of derived data with count as
measure.
5. Partitioning Reducer Unfriendly Groups And Data Skew
Handling:
The Partitioning is performed only on the
Reducer-Unfriendly groups. The region is annotated with
appropriate partition factor. It is integer closest to s/rN. Each
Reducer-Unfriendly region is partitioned using the partition
factor.
Data Skew Handling using LFS:
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If a few cube groups are unusually large even when they
belong to a cube region at the top of the lattice .This causes
value partitioning to be applied to the entire cube it is called
as problem of extreme data skew, which reduces the
efficiency of proposed MR-Cube algorithm.
Value partitioning on a region-by-region basis: if a cube
region is estimated to contain a reducer-unfriendly group, all
groups within the region are value partitioned, many of
which may not be necessary. This approach works well until
there is extreme data skew which can lead to most cube
regions being value partitioned. Alternative approach of
marking reducer unfriendly groups instead of regions is
proposed since the number of groups can be very large; it may
not be feasible to compute quickly or maintain some statistics
in the mapper’s memory, as can be easily done for regions. So
to overcome this problem compressed counting data structure
such as Log-Frequency Sketch is used as solution to this.
Log-Frequency Sketch:
―Frequency based sketches‖ are concerned with
summarizing the observed frequency distribution of a
dataset. From these sketches, accurate estimations of
individual frequencies can be extracted. This leads to
algorithms to find the approximate heavy hitters (items
which account for a large fraction of the frequency mass) and
quintiles’ (the median and its generalizations). The same
sketches are also used to estimate (equi) join sizes between
relations, self-join sizes and range queries. A different style
of sketch construction leads to sketches for distinct-value
queries such as COUNT DISTINCT query.
Practical data analysis relies on the ability to count
observations of objects succinctly and efficiently.
Unfortunately the space usage of an exact estimator grows
with the size of the a priori set from which objects are drawn
while the time required maintaining such an estimator grows
with the size of the data set. We present static and on-line
approximation schemes that avoid these limitations when
approximate frequency estimates are acceptable. Our
Log-Frequency Sketch [14] extends the approximate
counting algorithm of Morris [14] to estimate frequencies
with bounded relative error via a single pass over a data set. It
uses constant space per object when the frequencies follow a
power law and can be maintained in constant time per
observation.
The Log-Frequency Sketch estimates the frequencies of
objects x ∈ U via a single pass over a data set D with the
following guarantees.
(i) (Bounded relative error) Estimates are within a constant
factor of their true frequencies with high probability.
(ii) (Constant space) Estimates are maintained using
constant space per object independent of |U|.
(iii) (Constant update complexity) Estimates are maintained
in constant time per observation independent of |D|.
6. Batch Area Formation:
Partitioning technique is used for effectively distribute
computation. It is also called as Batch Area. To balance the
intermediate data and pruning unnecessary data Batch Areas
are used here. Each batch area represents a collection of
regions which share a common ancestor region. We suggest
combining regions into batch areas.
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Constraints for formation of Batch Area:
(i) A region with at least one parent that is also reducer
friendly must belong to a batch area that contains at least one
of its parents.
(ii) No two regions whose parents are reducer-unfriendly can
belong to the same batch area.
(iii) The difference in the number of regions of two batch
areas cannot be more than two, a heuristic used to balance the
workload of each batch area.
The process of identifying reducer unfriendly groups,
partitioning these groups and formation of Batch Area is
called as ANNOTATE. The lattice formed is called annotate
lattice. The following figure shows the annotate lattice for
our data set where Each Reducer-Unfriendly region is value
partitioned using a partitioning factor estimated from
sampling approach.
7. Cube materialization Using Map-Reduced Approach:
Materializing the cube means computing measures for all
cube groups satisfying the pruning conditions. The generated
annotated lattice take as input to the cube materialization
using map reduce based approach. In map reduced based
approach, mappers are allocated to each batch area and it
emits key: value pairs for each batch area. In required, keys
are appended with a hash based on value partitioning, then in
shuffle phase sorts them by key. The BUC Algorithm is run
on each reducer, and the cube aggregates are generated. All
value partitioned groups need to be aggregated to compute
the final measures. Then cube is loaded into DB for future
exploration.
8. Mining for Interesting Cube Group:
―A group Gi is said to be interesting if the measure for that
group is higher than any of its sibling groups Gj with respect
to a dimension d‖. The proposed system cube mining is done
as separate MapReduce which is post materialization step.
As user is interested in particular cube groups in dataset,
searching that interesting pattern is necessary. For that
purpose cube materialization need to be completed. Finding
interested patterns in a huge data will be hectic, but
computation of cube saves efforts. Algorithm 5 explains how
mining will be done so that user can get interesting patterns.
By using the proposed system, it is feasible to perform both
large-scale cube materialization and mining in the same
framework
B. Algorithms
Algorithm - Overall MR-Cube Computation (MR-Cube)
Algorithm
MR-Cube (Cube Lattice C, Data set D, Measure M)
1 Dsample=SAMPLE(D)
2 RegionSize R=ESTIMATE-MAPREDUCE
(Dsample, C)
3 Ca=ANNOTATE(R, C) # partitioning . & batching
4 while (D)
5 do R <− R ∪ MR-CUBE-MAPREDUCE
6 D <− D′ # retry failed groups D′ from MR-Cube-Reduce
7 Ca <− INCREASE-PARTITIONING(Ca)
8 Result <− MERGE(R)# post-aggregate value partitions
9 return Result
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The overall MR Cube algorithm breaks into following
phases:
1. Annotation MapReduce
2. Materialization MapReduce
3. Aggregation MapReduce
4. Mining MapReduce
All the above steps along with its algorithm explained in the
below section:
Algorithm .MR-Cube Phase 1: Annotation MapReduce
ESTIMATE-MAP(e)
1 # e is a tuple in the data
2 let C be the Cube Lattice;
3 for each ci in C
4 do EMITE(ci,ci(e)⇒ 1) # the group is the secondary key
ESTIMATE-REDUCE/COMBINE(<r,g>, {e1,e2,...})
1 #<r, g> are the primary/secondary keys
2 MaxSize S <− {}
3 for each r,g
4 do S[r] <− MAX(S[r],|g|)
5 #|g| is the number of tuples{ei,....ej}∈ g
6 return S
Algorithm. MR-Cube Phase2: Materialization
MapReduce
MR-CUBE-MAP(e)
1 # e is tupele in the data
2 let Ca be the Annotaed Cube Lattice
3 for each bi in Ca.batch_areas
4 do s<− bi[0].partition_factor
5 EMIT (e.SLICE(bi[0])+e.id%s⇒ e)
6 # paritioning:'e.id present s' is appended to primary key
MR-CUBE-REDUCE(k,V)
1 let Ca be the Annotated Cube Lattice
2 let M be the measure function
3 cube <− BUC(DIMENSIONS(Ca,k), V, M)
4 EMIT-ALL(k, cube)
5 if (MEMORY-EXCEPTION)
6 then D′ <− D′ ∪ (k,V)
Algorithm .MR-Cube Phase 3: Aggregation MapReduce
AGGREGATION-MAP(g, p, m)
1 # g, p, m are group label, partition id & measure value
2 EMIT(g⇒ m)
AGGREGATION-COMBINE/REDUCE(g, M)
1 # key: group label g & measures M
2 EMIT(g, ∑Mi )
Algorithm . MR-Cube Phase 3: Mining MapReduce
MINING-MAP(g, p, m)
1 # g, p, m are group label, partition id & measure value
2 for each parent pi , dimension di , in PARENT(g)
3 do EMIT((pi ,di ),g ⇒m)
4 # g is secondary key
MINING-COMBINE(((p, d), V<g, m>))
1 for each group gi in V
2 do EMIT((p, d), gi⇒ ∑ mj : mj ∈ gi )
MINING-REDUCE((p, d), V<g, m>)
1 # key: parent p & dimension d
2 # values: measures m ordered by 2dary key, group g
3 gbest = null
4 mbest = null
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5 for each group gi , measure mj ∈ gi , in V
6 do if (Σmj > mbest)
7 then gbest = gi
8
mbest = ∑ mj
9 EMIT(p, d, gbest, mbest )
C. Mathematical Model
Let S be the system or application.

IV. RESULTS
Data Set
We have used raw dataset of Web Search query logs in the
form ―id, time, userid, ip, query‖. For detail analysis, it is
necessary to locate raw attributes into fixed number of
derived attributes. We used tables for mapping. For example,
query can be mapped to topic, category, subcategory and ip
can be mapped into country, state, city. Three dimensions are
established with six level. Data set is consist of id, date, uid,
country, state, city, topic, category, subcategory. The full data
set contains thousands of click tuples.

Where,
I = set of inputs,
O = set of output,
= transition,
A = set of algorithms,
= initial set,
F = final set,
= performance measure
I = { Real Dataset, Partially Algebraic Measure
O = {Analysis Result, Performance Statistics}
= {v1,v2,v3,v4,v5,v6,v7,v8 ,v9}
{Cube lattice, Sampling approach, Reducer-Friendly
group, Reducer-Unfriendly groups, Partitioning, Data
Skew Handling, Batch Area Formation, Cube
materialization, Cube Mining}
A = {MR-cube computation , sampling Approach, LFS}
= {Data Preprocessing}
F = {Comparative Result}
= {Time, Graph Analysis}

Figure 3.Dataset

Cube computation Tasks
1. Computing user reach- This measure computes the
number of distinct users within the set of tuples for each cube
group. It is partially algebraic on uid.
2. Computing Top-K queries-for our work we compute
the Top-5 most popular queries. It is partially algebraic on
query.

Final Results
The proposed system mainly works on cube
materialization and mining with extreme data skew handling
using the Log-Frequency Sketch as solution for it. User reach
and Top-K used as Measures. The comparative results are
obtained for these two measures with data skew handling
using LFS and without data skew handling. The time is used
as performance measure. The time required for cube
computation and mining using MR-Cube and LFS is
minimum as compare to without using LFS. The
approximate final results for measure Reach given by the
following graph.

Figure 2. Mathematical Model

D. Experimental Setup
The standard configuration required to built the system is
(a) Ubuntu 12.04
(a) MYSQL 5.0
(b) Java (JDK 1.6)/ Eclipse IDE
(c)Hadoop Framework (version 1.0.2)

Figure 4. Performance of system without skew handling For measure Reach
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work can be done as system automatically deciding whether
given holistic measure is partially algebraic or not and
detecting its algebraic measure. Use of some other than LFS
sketch techniques such as Count Minimum Sketch
(CM-Sketch) [2] for data skew handling is also part of future
work.
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